FAQ ABOUT THE EB-5 PROGRAM
What is EB-5?
EB-5 is an immigration program where foreign investors have the opportunity to
earn a Green Card for themselves and their families and become permanent
residents in the United States. The EB-5 program was established in 1990 by the
United States Congress. Each foreign national must invest capital into a project or
commercial enterprise that creates at least ten full-time, U.S. based jobs and satisfy
certain other requirements. If the project is successful in proving that the job
creation targets have been met, the investor will receive their permanent residency
status (i.e. Green Card). In addition, the investor has an opportunity to earn a
positive return on the investment.
How much do you have to invest through EB-5?
Participation in the EB-5 program for a prospective U.S. immigrant involves an at risk
investment of $1 million US Dollars. This investment amount can be reduced to
$500,000 if the investment is made in a targeted employment area (TEA). A TEA is
defined as an area that has an unemployment rate 150% or more above the national
average.
What is an EB-5 Escrow?
An escrow is a special bank account where funds can be held and only released upon
the satisfactory meeting of certain conditions. An EB-5 escrow is commonly used to
hold investor funds until an investor’s I-526 petition is approved (or some other
similar conditions). Upon satisfaction of the conditions, money is released into the
job-creating project.
What are the job creation requirements?
The investment must create or preserve at least 10 full-time jobs within 24 months
from the date of conditional residency to be eligible to receive a permanent Green
Card.
What is a Regional Center?
An EB-5 Regional Center is a business approved by the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) to coordinate and substantiate foreign investments for
specific types of job-creating projects within a designated geographic area.
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What is an I-526?
An I-526 is the form used to petition the USCIS for status as an immigrant to the
United States. The investor’s immigration attorney files the form to demonstrate the
investor is in the process of investing or has already invested the required amount
into a suitable EB-5 project. Once approved, and following a successful consular
interview, an investor receives conditional residency status and may live and work in
the U.S. pending the approval of their I-829 petition.
What is an I-829?
The I-829 is the final document that must be submitted before an investor can
become a lawful permanent resident of the United States. This petition includes
evidence that the investor has successfully met all of the USCIS EB-5 requirements,
including the job creation requirements. Upon approval of the I-829, the prior
conditions on the investor’s Green Card are removed.
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How does the investment process work?

